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Fighting Online Antisemitism Report  

COVID-19 social media monitoring report (March – April 2020) 

 

Since the global onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, there has been a noticeable increase in online 

antisemitic content. Presently, with most of the world's population confined, there has been an 

increase in the use of the internet and social media. Concurrently, the antisemitic discussion, 

which has been evident many years now, has soared. The content includes conspiracy theories 

and hatred. The theories connect Jews and the State of Israel with the pandemic onset, doing 

so by different means. The content is distributed and shared by individual users and in open, 

closed, or secret groups on the various social media platforms. 

 

This report reviews antisemitic online content monitored mainly in English, Spanish, and 

Russian in four leading social media platforms between the dates 17.3.2020-17.4.2020. The 

number of activists who monitor the content affects the amount of content monitored and 

reported, which is by far greater then the amount indicated. Furthermore, we saw a cut in 

resources in charge of the monitoring of different channels during the last months. This 

directly influences the amount of antisemitic content that remains in the cyberspace and not 

removed. 

 

Our monitoring activities are among the most comprehensive in the world, in terms of the 

variety of languages and the variety of social networks. Monitoring is based on the IHRA 

working definition of Antisemitism, which was adopted by more than 30 countries, and in 

accordance with the social media platforms community rules. The monitoring combines 

network review and reporting on Antisemitism content, such as posts, photos and tweets, which 

violate these community guidelines.  

 

Fighting Online Antisemitism (FOA) acts to monitor and remove online antisemitic 

content and hate speech, with the help of volunteers around the world. The organization 

collaborates with Israeli and international organizations, which actively monitor, educate 

and research hate content in the online and public sphere. We believe that anyone 

interested and willing to act against the growing online hatred, can contribute to this goal. 
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The Tweet claims Israel (Israhell) is weaponizing COVID-19. “Buey” is a version of 
the Mexican slang “Guey”, which is used in various Latin-American countries. 
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The "New World Order"(NWO) is a conspiracy theory about an emerging global 
totalitarian shadow government. This post makes a connection between the “NWO” 
and “Israhell” by claiming Israel is the “epicenter for evil” and was created by 
“Zionist terrorism”.    

This Tweet is a Russian antisemitic poem about the Jews claiming they sent COVID-

19 to China via mail in order to make you forget about “the murder of Jesus”. The 

author says that she will never forgive the Jews for killing Jesus and will "give coal" 

to Jews after the virus passes. 
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This Tweet claims compares COVID-19 to the Jews by saying "Jews are a virus that gains 
your trust and then kills you. Jews are a deadly Virus".   
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The Tweet portrays a conspiracy where Israeli engineers designed the 5G mobile 
network to eliminate “at least 2/3 of the American population” using the 
“CoronaVirusHOAX” while making sure Jews are safe from it by not installing the 5G 
network in Israel. The article also mentions ZOG (Zionist Occupation Government), 
which adds to its antisemitic character.   
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This YouTube user claims COVID-19 doesn’t exist but is rather a 
conspiracy by the “Jew-Occupiers” to spread poison trough a vaccine. 

This tweet claims the "Zionists paid millions" to create the virus. 
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Instagram 

1. https://www.instagram.com/p/B-aMsELI8n6/ 

2. https://www.instagram.com/p/B-MICgBATtE/ 

3. https://www.instagram.com/p/B-ocuQTAW5A/ 

4. https://www.instagram.com/p/B-pbTDTpVsZ/ 

5. https://www.instagram.com/p/B-b24BPg8f6 / 

6. https://www.instagram.com/p/B-hbX4uAHJl/ 

 

Facebook 

1. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2633692976874408&set=a.14868417

48226209&type=3&theater 

2. https://www.facebook.com/627020772/posts/10157045889500773?d=n&sfns=mo 

3. https://www.facebook.com/100036887446322/posts/210228880216692?d=n&sfn

s=mo 

4. https://www.facebook.com/100011693311565/posts/1060880624311705?d=n&sf

ns=mo 

5. https://www.facebook.com/1267476604/posts/10222002576794644?d=n&sfns=m

o 

6. https://www.facebook.com/khosseinian/posts/10215781784888818 

 

Twitter 

1. https://twitter.com/EvitaFalangista/status/1235884709273628674 

2.  https://twitter.com/Funesto__/status/1223038673811398662 

3. https://twitter.com/kikkaroja/status/1249339999637536777 

4. https://twitter.com/kikkaroja/status/1245333179545706498 

5. https://twitter.com/kikkaroja/status/1246438574435663880 

6. https://twitter.com/ManManFiq/status/1246032303282774016 

7. https://twitter.com/psclhmbrt7/status/1247213802942316551 

8. https://twitter.com/Shxrun_/status/1238491295351332866 

9. https://twitter.com/alsayyedhussein/status/1238754185480454146 

10. https://twitter.com/syaafairuzz/status/1244567847877001217 

11. https://twitter.com/_nabilasyraf/status/1221458909640024064 

12. https://twitter.com/QilaSunfLoWer/status/1225988389985349632 

13. https://twitter.com/rizzleoo/status/1238191550867419139 

14. https://twitter.com/Etkili_insan/status/1247487878411816960 

15. https://twitter.com/hamada_najar/status/1242198473560260615 

16. https://twitter.com/hilalsekizk/status/1237895226070450176 

17. https://twitter.com/GraviolaDOTfi/status/1246767369810325504 

18. https://twitter.com/tainoaz/status/1244668624356376576 

19. https://twitter.com/fL7gZARhtD847Ep/status/1249469248453345286 

20. https://twitter.com/SeriousBiggg/status/1245644178794508290/photo/1 

21. https://twitter.com/PierTrader/status/1245882755289878533 

22. https://twitter.com/riksavisen/status/1246665190730600449 

23. https://twitter.com/VerdiGg/status/1245135254098190338 
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YouTube 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slqwe9hwhic 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwMasA6rzgk&t=27s 

3.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hm9Y3MEG9iQ&feature=youtu.be 

4.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQwYW9WgLAY 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsqIGApLQOQ 

6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z39SJXmS9NE 

7.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkqtTpIZp7s 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sd8vkp8EMIs 

9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-fUS6DQtk8 

10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ReiLR2MyL4 
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